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TO THE NON-RECURRENCE NATURE

VYACHESLAV SOMSIKOV
Institute of Ionosphere, Almaty, Kazakhstan.

On the example of a hard-disk system ihe non-recurrence problem have been investigated.
Some of the properties of the differential equations for the motion of a hard-disk system have
been analyzed. Using the suggestion that collisions of all disk pairs occur simultaneously
within a rather small period r , asymptotic properties of the non-equilibrium hard-disk system
when t —> oc have been' studied. The explanation of the non-recurrence nature has been
submitted.

[.Introduction.
To solve non-recurrence problem it is necessary to answer the following principal questions:
how to explain the origin of statistical laws in terms of deterministic dynamical equations;
what is the criteria of the transition from deterministic to statistical behavior; how to
determine the conditions of applicability of different statistical approximations [1], These
questions are connected with the: fundamental problem: can we starting from Hamiltonian
dynamics explain the appearance of thermodynamics or are it necessary to complete classical
mechanics by some new principals or something else? The first attempts to solve these
problems were made by Boltztnann. His H-theorem was met with strong opposition.
Zermelo's objections to Boltzmann's H-theorem were based on a non-rigorous application of
Poincare's recurrence theorem. A formal resolution of Boltzmann's objections is based on a
physically reasonable assumption known as a random phase approximation (RPA) which
assumed decay of correlations in the system. However, further investigations were unable to
justify the RPA assumption in every case, for example, in a system of coupled nonlinear
oscillators. The fact that chaotic dynamics determined by Lyapunov's parameters is typical for
Hamiltonian's systems causes the hope that non-recurrence problem will be solved earlier. It
seems that to solve non-recurrence problem it is sufficient to explain the coarse grain nature
only. But further investigation of Hamiltonian's systems destroyed this weak hope. A typical
phase space of Hamiltonian dynamics was found to be very complicated, consisting of
domains of chaotic dynamics with such elements as the stochastic sea, stochastic layers, and
stochastic webs, as well as islands filled by periodic and quasiperiodic orbits and smaller
domain of chaos [1]. It was found that near island's boundary of the phase space trajectories
spend more time than in a domain of the stochastic sea of the same phase space. It is a sticky
effect. The dynamics traps region was discovered. Billiards is a very easily visualized
example of the trapping domains. So an intrinsic property of chaotic dynamics is that for a
given arbitrarily large dimensionless time T, we can find ranges of the system control
parameters for which relaxation to an equilibrium or stationary states will not happen with a
finite probability. So we see a loss of universality of chaotic dynamics in Hamiltonian
systems. It destroyed hopes that it would be easy to explain non- recurrence problem in the
frames of Hamiltonian formalisra. The questions are: what can we do to solve the non-
recurrence problem in frames of classical mechanics'? What is the interrelation mechanism
between classical mechanics and statistical physics? Now it has became clear that to solve
these problems, it is necessary to develop the method, which would be based on fundamental
concepts, forming the background of the principals of classical mechanics. Krylov and Sinai
and others made an attempt to analyze this problem on the basis of simple hard disk and ball
systems [2, 3, and 4]. As a result of these investigations it was shown that: these systems
intermixed, Lyapunov's factors were analyzed, KS-entropy was calculated and other
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parameters were obtained. But it should be pointed out that most of these well-known models
could be used only for the investigation of system evolution in the configuration space.
Therefore the problem of the character of particle velocity maxvellization, to the great extent,
remains open. Moreover, as a rule, these investigations are based on numerical calculations
what significantly hampers understanding of non-reouiTence mechanism. To overcome these
obstacles we made an attempt to develop another method, which is based on collision matrix
for a hard-disk systems. Here are the main arguments in favor of the statement that such a
method can be developed on the basis of collision matrix.

Firstly, the matrix of pair collisions (MPC) of hard disks, the main element of the evolution
process, is fully defined by the fundamental properties of space and time symmetry, which
form the basis of classical mechanics. It means that MPC can be directly derived from the
properties of space and time symmetry without any additional assumptions as well as without
the usage of the laws of statistical physios [5].
Secondly, MPC is a connecting link between dynamic disks properties and properties of the
system consisting of them. Indeed, the dynamics of one disk is connected with the dynamic:)
of other disks of the whole system only through collision and, in its turn, the behavior of the
system as a whole is determined by the dynamics of every disk. So MPC must determine the
interrelation between the classical mechanics laws governing the behavior of a separate disk
and the laws of behavior of the whole system.

The above arguments gave rise to the investigation of the evolution of hard colliding disk
systems by means of MPC [5, 1\. These papers use an example of a non-equilibrium system
of absolutely hard disks to shovv how the intrinsic properties of MPC determine evolution
properties of the system consisting of the above disks. These investigations gave the
following results. On the basis of MPC the operator of system evolution was derived. It,
enables to analyze dynamic and statistical properties of non-equilibrium hard-disk systems in
momentum space taking into account re-grouping of coiiiding disk pairs what cause;,
maxvellization of their velocities. Statistical characteristics of the system were studied asin^
the evolution operator. It enabled us to understand peculiarities of system evolution: how in
the result of collisions the system of disks approaches the equilibrium distribution, when an-J
how Maxvellian distribution of velocity modules is achieved, how a Gaussian distribution
function of the vectors of these velocities is achieved and how for a given non-equilibrium
state correlation's disappear as the number of collisions grows and what kind of changes jr.
entropy undergo in this case. We have also considered the properties of phase space
transformations realized by MPC. As a whole, we managed to obtain a good correspondence,
with existing theories and experimental data. Moreover, the analyzed system based on tbest
equations enabled to reveal parameters, which were useful for the investigation of evolution
characteristics of a few body and many-body systems. In particular, we obtained the factor <A
extension rate, which determine the maximal possible rate of relaxation to Maxwellian
distribution. The other parameter is the sum of the vectors of relative velocities over some o(
the subsystem. This parameter always decreases after collision. In the space of impact
parameters the velocity distribution function was introduced and it was used to derive kinetic
properties of the system and other characteristics [6, 7, 9]. The author's [4] using the method.
which was also based on the MPC of elastic spheres or disks, determined the maxima,'
Lyapunov parameter and KS- entropy for the system of colliding disks in momentum space
These results confirm the validity of the method and assumptions put forward in [5] and
justify further development of this work. Analysis of ail these results [5, 9] shows that non-
recurrence has more complicated nature than merely probabilistic origin suggested as far back
as by Boltzman and Erenfest. In particular, it was noticed that fluctuation amplitude v/&<
determined not only by probability laws but by the pm-determined arranged characteristic* <A
the system and internal dynamic properties defined by .MPC. To verify This idea one shouic
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have an analytical description or representation of dynamic process in the system of colliding
disks. For this purpose in this paper on the basis of MPC the motion equations of a hard-disk
system have been derived. Some of the properties of these equations, which are determined by
the kinetic potential, have been analyzed. On the basis of these motion equations we derived
some evolutionary characteristics for :i hard-disk system, which formed the basis for the
explanation of colliding disks system relaxation to equilibrium.
In connection with the aim of this research, the matrix of pair collision for hard disk system
and its important properties have been determined in Section 2. In Section 3 on the basis of
MPC the differential equations for the motion of a hard-disk system have been derived. Some
of the properties of these equations, which are determined by the kinetic potential, have been
analyzed. In Section 4 using the suggestion that collisions of all disk pairs occur
simultaneously within rather small period r asymptotic properties of the non-equilibrium
hard-disk system when t —> so have been analyzed. The questions when and how to pass
from few-body to many-body system description have been studied.

2. Collision matrix.
Equations describing the evolution of non-equilibrium hard-disk system are based on the
MPC [5]. It determines transformations of the compound vector of the velocities of two plane
colliding disks (sometimes it is called a bivector) in the laboratory system. The MPC realizes

transformation: F(..'" = Skl " /"„. " where kand j are (he numbers of colliding particles,

"n is the ordinal number of collision, Vh " is the bivector of disk velocity before the

(«).collision, Vk}
n is the bivector of disk velocity after the collision, Skj " is the matrix of pair

collisions, d is an impact parameter (IP). The bivectors of disk velocities are defined as

, , \V"~
1 ~ VI

where are the vectors of incident and target

particles and their components along x and y axes respectively. For convenience, disk

masses and their radii are set to be equal to 1.
In the momentum space the initial values of colliding disk velocities and IP values

unambiguous define matrix Skj'"'. The expression for SkJ "' was derived in the following

way [5]. At first, transformation to the coordinate system where one of the disks was at rest
and the other was moving to it along the X axis was realized. In this coordinate system the
d -dependence of the velocities of scattered disks was determined either directly from the
condition of spatial symmetry or the laws of energy and momentum conservation. Then the
inverse transformation to the lasoratory coordinate system was made. The value of d was
defined as the distance between the centers of colliding disks along the axis perpendicular to
the velocity of incident disk in the coordinate system where the target disk was at rest and the
incident disk moved along the x axis. Each d corresponds to a scattering angle &. For
colliding particles k and j we have dkj =C0Si9^.. The angle 3 varies from 0, when the

incident disk approaches the target from above to n when it approaches the target from
below. We neglected disk fricticn and therefore we suggested that only central collisions take
place [10]. Under the above assumptions MPC can be written as [5];
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-ap p1

al -ap

ap a

(1)

where a = cos &kj, , n is the ordinal number of collision, a is the] ^ , a is the

orresponding impact parameter. Matrix (1) is orthogonal. Its determinant is equal to 1. It
ealizes rotation of velocity vector in 4-dimensional space preserving its module,

ca out further calculations it is convenient to make t f t i

c o r p g
realizes rotation of velocity vector in 4dimnsional space preserving its module.
To carry out further calculations, it is convenient to make transformations to the complex

plane, where we denote the vector of two arbitrary disk velocities as VJn) = , where

rk
[6]:

• VJ = Vj* +1 Vjy • I n C l > r aP | e x fom S" [6") can be written as

~ J a" -ib"
ki~{-ib" a"

Here a"=aexp(i^), b" =

(2)

. For expression (2) the condition

3 j f e ) £ v f e ) ' = 1 ^ valid, i.e. matrix (2) is un.ary. Matrix (2) defines the following
transformation of two colliding disk velocities

3. Differential equations of disk motion.

Let us show how on the basis MPC the differential e':wai'n fat the motion of any k -th disk
in the system N of disks have been derived. (Further in o-kr to make our calculations more
definite, we will suppose that each disk has its coir.t&m -.winal number and that j is the
number of target disks). Using (2) and (3) one can get

5Vk

- A :

Here An
kJ =Vk" -V" is a relative velocity, 5Vk ~V'; ~Vk"-\ <5F," = V" - Vn'x are

changes in disk velocities after collisions, (p"kj = ifie .

Equation (4) defines the rate of change in disk velociti~ \n ;-£ result of their collisions.
Omitting the intermediate calculations, we right ofmo-y/r. */.<! & hard-disk system, which was
obtained from (4):

Vk = I [signU ~k)S(\- lr,
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where z ..", z ,° are initial coordinates of colliding disk, n, -d i sk radius, Gkj =

hj = z t - zj = z k - 2 , + ) & k . d i •

0

Let's consider the general physical properties of equation (5) for the case N>2. Regrouping of
collide disk pairs cause mixing of the system in the whole phase space, in the result of which
the right-hand side of equation (S) becomes a function of the states of all the elements of the
system, i.e. the system consists of linked equations. It provides self-consistency of the
dynamics of all disks and feedback between the states of any element and the state of the
whole system. According to [10,13] in these cases it is impossible to find by any known
methods such generalized independent variables which would enable to reduce equation (5)
for all disks to N independent equations. If in this case it is impossible in principle, than it
means that in this case it is impossible to find a scalar function which enables to transform the
equations to Lagiange form by standard methods [10]. It makes the proof of Liouville's
theorem about phase volume clement preservation for any disks subsystem invalid, as its
derivation is based on the usage of the ordinary properties of Lagrangian (Hamiltonian). It
follows that for the system under consideration, the proof of Poincare's recurrence theorem
based on Liouville's theorem is not applicable either.
If Poincare's recurrence theorem is not applicable to any ensemble it is a necessary but not
sufficient condition of system non-recurrence. Another necessary condition one can consider
vanishing to zero of the sum of equation (5) for any ensemble of the disks choosing from all
the system [11]. Indeed, the sum of the equation (5) over all these disks characterizes the rate
of change in collective properties of the disks system during the time. If it vanishes as
/—»co, it can be indicative of ihe presence of a stationary point in which all flows are equal
to zero. The state corresponding to this point is a state of dynamic equilibrium if the right-
hand side of equation (5) is equal to zero.
Non-analyticity of the right-hand side of disk motion equations (in the process of collision
disk velocity change stepwise) is not principal's for explanation of non-recurrence
mechanism. Indeed, non-analyticity is removed, if analytical potential for disk interaction is
used whereas the dependence of the right-hand sides of equations on relative velocities of
colliding disks is preserved. This dependence is preserved as the minimal distances between
them, which depend on their relative velocities and impact parameters, determine the
trajectories of colliding disks for any interaction potentials.
We will see in the next section why and when the sum of the right-hand side of equation (5)
for some disk ensemble's can be vanishes when / —> « .

4. Transition from few-body to many-body system description.
Let us consider, how using the equations for the disk motion, one can determined when and
how it is possible to pass from few-body to many-body descriptions. The right-hand side of
equation (5) contains terms with <5-functions determining the different moments of particle
collisions, what hampers their investigation. To overcome this difficulty let's suppose that acts
of collisions of all disks pairs occur simultaneously with a period T. It is very important, that
such assumption does not change time symmetry of equation (5) so we can use its
simplification for solving our tasks. The I'alue of r cz.n be chosen arbitrarily small taking into
account probability of disk motion without collisions. By this way we can preserve possibility
to estimate the time of system evolution to equilibrium. We will take from full the system
some subsystem, which consists of m disks selected from all the system. We can submit
equation (5) in the form:
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V'k=<pl5{f-nT)t$ (6)

where the k -th disk belongs to the subsystem, but the j -± disk, in general case can belong
to all a hard-disk system.
Collective characteristics of chosen disk subsystem will be defined by the vector-column Vm,
consisting of its disk velocities. Some of the properties of this vector-column can be defined
by the analysis of the sum for ail subsystem disks. The sum of equation (6) can be presented

where
"I

'and <£" = £ (p"k)8{t-nT)^- is integral force which acts on the
* i

subsystem's disks from all other disks.
The most important feature of collective system, which can be determined from this equation,
is stability of the system in some of the points of the phase space. It is obvious that for the
equation (6), problem of stability has no sense, since according to its nature this equation does
not have attractor. So, its right-hand sids cannot approach zero except the points, which have
the measure of zero. The situation is- quite different for t.-.e equation (7). Its right-hand side
can be in a small vicinity to zero. It is intuitively clear that radius of this vicinity will be
defined by the value Mm. It's well known that the system will be in equilibrium in some
point Z o , if a small deviation from this point will not increase with time. To determine the
nature of stability of the solution to the equation (7) in the Zo point, let's consider how this
equation will change when we produce a small deviation on a £ value from Zo point in
momentum space. Expanding the equation (7) in power r,eries to the first order terms; we
obtain the following form:

So from this equation it follows that for n collision we •/«:

(9)
*=i

The stability condition of the system in the point Zo ctrxed by the sign of the right-hand
side of equation (9). If it turns out so that its sign is wgative ur.der all the collisions, the
system is stabile. It will be possible only for great eiougn %m$> value. When the sign of the
right-hand side is positive then the point Zo will be urasKfe and the system will go far from
this point. As it was calculated in [7] when m » l and v.hsn IP is homogeneous, we have

1 m

0 = l i m — Y , < P h = 2 / 3 . We will call $ a phase Uax, So lon ' s characteristics of

equation (8) are qualitatively different from the cbarie/.ST.ytics of the solution of motion
equation (7) for one disk. It is determined by the phate '•*-;.: <f>. which causes the production
of a new collective property of a hard-disk system, \h.;z. •• in^le chk or a few-disk system
does not possess. This <p factor can help us to deterrr.ir/; -. --.n j t is possible to pass from few-
body systems to a many-body system description. In'k"-c. ; during any collisions the sign of
the phase factor (j> does not change beginning frorr, y.e* .rjrj>w of m > m0, we can use
statistical laws for its system description.
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Now we will discus, how on the basis of MPC to pass from few-body to many-body
description. •
Let's suppose that acts of collisions of ali disk pairs occur simultaneously with a period r [9].
In this case the matrix that realizing transformation of the velocity vector of the whole system
consisting of m disk pairs can be expressed as

( w
\S i 0 ... 0

j'.i) _ 0 0

0 • 0 0 "V

,/j^-cell MPC for the whole system of disks. Each cell J^ is a matrix S\n) corresponding to

the

1-th pair of colliding particles. Matrix ,/!^' enables to connect the velocities of the elements of

the whole system before and after the n-th collision, i.e. V™ =j[fn V£~l) • Here V£ is a
column-vector consisting of 2 m components, each of these components corresponds to the
velocity of one disk.

To define the system evolution in the velocity space in terms of evolution operator, we can

wile F£> =F£ C (10)
In order to define the F^ is necessary to take into accounting not only velocity

transformation after the collision but also the change in colliding partners after each

subsequent collision. The corresponding operator of line transpositions in MPC can define

such change in the partners, namely, P (see [9]). We can write the operator F^, as

follows

where D' — PJ } 'wnere u2m — rlmJlm.

If operator J'2m is determined by m angles 9 (different 9 for different disk collision pairs),

the operator P-[m is determined by 2mj angles because of the mixing or re-grouping collision

of disk pairs. So matrix F^' is determined by m(2n - 1 ) angles and we can tell that

operator F^j determines evolution processes for hard disks system in m(2n — \)-

dimensional 9 -space. As it will be clear from below, it is convenient to analyze some

characteristics of our system in 9-space when m » l if distribution function for IP is

determined.

Operators F^ cause Maxwellization of particle velocities and possess the properties of
expansion and compression of particle velocities preserving the absolute value summed over
all of the particles.

Let as show how to analyze iiorr.e or the properties of the system in terms of particle

distribution function pa in 9 -space. As there are mi preferred values for IP in the system of

homogeneous disks it is reasonable to suppose that all the IP have equal probability. I.e. the

IP distribution function for particles is homogeneous and p,, = \ for all n. The equiprobability
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of all IP, or pn=\ is widely used in molecular dynamics [18|. This condition brings about the

condition of spatial chaos, which Boltzman used to derive his equation. If we average the

equation (6) with respect to the IP supposing their homogeneity, i.e. pn = \, and N » l w e

obtain A"kJ = - 1 / 3 A ' ^ .So we can write A^. = 0 when n — > oc.

Let's consider the character of disk system evolution. As it was shown for homogeneous IP
distribution function the phase factor (p for is equal to -2/3. (If the probability of disk flight
without collisions is taken into account, then the absolute value of the coefficient will
increase, but in any case it will remain less then 1). In thermodynamic limit, according to the
properties of equation (7) and as the correlation disappear, the absolute value <t>" j s reduc d
to zero. As the period of time, during which die system preserves a macrostate, is inversely
proportional to O " , the system will infinitely preserve the state with <D'1 =0. So O" vanishes
as the magnitude of correlation decreases what mixing causes. The rate of system relaxati
to equilibrium should decrease as <t>" reduces to zero: i.e. the system will approach
equilibrium asymptotically. It is in agreement with the conclusion of [3]. Parameter <&" can
serve the measure of ordering in the disk system in question. Thus, the system of elastically
disks colliding preserves equilibrium not only due to ergodicity but also because <t>" reduces
to zero.

In order to explain the difference between this explanation and the traditional one- let'
imagine that in the result of external action the system is withdrawn from the state of
equilibrium. Then for this non-equilibrium state the corresponding value Cj>" will not be
equal to zero and its value will be defined by velocity correlation caused by perturbations
When the external action ceases, the <E>" will decrease and the system will again relax to th-
equilibrium during the time tkilt =l/ 'J>". So, tkil: is the characteristic time of system
relaxation to the equilibrium state and defined by the value of kinetic potential corresponding
to the considered fluctuation and state. It follows from the above that the magnitude of

possible fluctuations in system parameters is to be defined bv the condition t < t ,„•
jtuci ~lktn> "."ere

tjhet i s * e characteristic time required for the formation of the deviation from the equilibrium

state (as it is shown in Section 5 it is finite). The tflu:l is determined by the probability laws

[15].

5. Conclusions.

The analysis of the disk motion equations enabled us to make the following concisions The
dependence of the right-hand side of these equations on relative velocities of ajj collidin'e
disks makes impossible to use Lagrange formalism, at least by known methecs for the
solution of it equations because for non-equilibrium states doesn't enable to transform) them to
independent equations. Rigorous use of Hamiltonian or Lagrange formalism is OQWUS to the
system only near by an equilibrium state. '
Analysis of the vector-column composed of the velocities of chosen disk subsyste"
us to establish that the possibility of transition from deterministic to statistical •it'Zrptim
the system is defined by phase factor <j). As the number of dsks in the subsystem 'v*ir«- •'*
some number Mo so that this factor does not change its sign in collisions, statistics. Ls-*
be applied to the description of the system under consideration. The phase trajectory-^
system has an equilibrium attractor, which is determined by the decay of disk v'e
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correlation what corresponds to the case when the integral force acting on the subsystem from
all the other disks vanishes to zero.
Thus, collective characteristics of the system such as the integral force acting on any
ensemble, phase factor, kinetic potential defining the time, during which the system is in the
corresponding proximity of phase space, are given by the characteristics of the disk motion
equations. It enables us to argue that statistical laws of the system are determined by the
fundamental symmetry principles and, hence, by the fundamental laws of classical mechanics.
So, on an example of a hard-disk system the explanation of the non-recurrence nature can be
formulated as follows. Ыоптгесштепсе arises because for any ensemble of nonequilibrium
system, when the requirement 1 « in « N takes place, the integrated force effective on it
aspires to zero (N- number of disks in system, m- number of disks in ensemble). Apparently,
that this force is precisely equal ::o zero, when there is. a thermodynamic limit.
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ВЛИЯНИЕ ПРОДОЛЬНОЙ КРИВИЗНЫ НА АЭРОДИНАМИКУ И
ТЕПЛООБМЕН ПРИСТЕННОЙ ТУРБУЛЕНТНОЙ СТРУИ ОКОЛО ВОГНУТОЙ

ПОВЕРХНОСТИ

С.С. АЙНАБЕКОВА
Казахский Государственный Университет имени аль-Фараои, ?.. Алматы,

Республика Казахстан

Как известно, при больших числах Рейнольдса струйные течения при движении
претерпевают качественные изменения, т.е. переход из ламинарной формы в
турбулентную. Турбулентные пристенные струи около выпуклой и вогнутой
поверхностей широко распространены в различных областях техники,
энергомашиностроении, авиации, их используют для струйной защиты поверхностей от
воздействия высокотемпературных химически агрессивных газовых потоков. При этом
обязательно должна учитываться кривизна поверхности при расчете криволинейной
пристенной струи. Потоки на поверхностях с продольной кривизной относятся к классу
течений, подверженных воздействию центробежных массовых сил.

Исследованию струйных течений вдоль криволинейных поверхностей посвящен
ряд теоретических и экспериментальных работ[ 1.2,3 и др.]. 3 основном в них
рассматривается движение струй вдоль выпуклых криволинейных поверхностей.
Однако в технике часто встречается струйное обтекшие вогнутых поверхностей. Этому
вопросу посвящено ограниченное количество работ.

В связи с этим в лаборатории была создана уникальная экспериментальная
установка для исследования аэродинамики и теплообмена пристенной турбулентной
струи, распространяющейся по выпуклой и вогнутой цилиндрической поверхности.

В данной работе приведено подробное изучение влияния кривизны обтекаемой
поверхности на аэродинамику и теплообмен струи, распространяющейся вдоль
вогнутой поверхности.

Во многих исследованиях пристенной струи принято считать, что профили
скорости в пристенной области до положения Um аналогичны профилю скорости в
пограничном слое на пластине при обтекании однородным потоком, т.е. соответствует
логарифмическому закону, либо степенному закону распределения скорости. Во
внешней части профили скорости считают совпадающим с профилем свободной струи.
Однако, анализ многочисленных измерений профилей скорости показывает
существенное отличие профиля скорости в пристенной струе от указанных профилей.
В результате взаимодействия пристенной и внешней пограничных слоев в пристенной
струе профиль скорости состоит не из суммы профилей на пластине и свободной струе,
а их по существу произведения.

Для расчета теплообмена и аэродинамики около криволинейных поверхностей
используются методы, основанные на решении дифференциальных и интегральных
уравнений движения и энергии. В частности, для описания профиля скорости
пристенной струи в работе Исатаева С И . [4] была предложена формула

U 8)
0),

которая достаточно точно совпадает на большей части профиля с экспериментальными
Данными.

Установлено, что профили скорости в указанных координатах для струи вдоль
вогнутой поверхности хорошо согласуется с профилем струи вдоль пластины.


